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ABSTRACT

Purpose: This research aims is to produce the product in the form of Document Management Control application integrated with SIPENJAMU Narotama University Surabaya to meet the internal needs.

Design/methodology/approach: This research method using the development research design.

Findings: Create quality holistic cycles that work best with the uniqueness of the institution itself. This will then result in a "Competitive Advantage" for the institution.

Research limitations/implications: The implementation of internal control can only be done if the amendment to the accounting system as well as the separation of the functions necessary to anticipate the implications.

Practical implications: This research is also expected to contribute to the development of science that combines the concept of internal quality assurance, approach to business process realities in universities and combined with information technology and multi-media based on WEB applications.

Originality/value: The virtue of this proposed research is to make familiar with the use of integrated system with SIPENJAMU, so as to improve the performance of each Lecturer and Employee in performing their duties.

Paper type: contextual paper
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the business world is accelerating, almost all business segments provide opportunities and challenges, including implications for the demanding needs of skilled workers with capabilities that meet the standards of professionalism. Higher Education as a producer of workforce is required to be able to respond by preparing facilities and infrastructures that are supported by the improvement of human resources capabilities in the field of Information Technology. (Cahyono, 2017; Tinovitasari, Yuliastanti and Malati, 2017; Wajdi, Ummah and Sari, 2017)

Learning from the existence of Quality Assurance System of Higher Education, since the year of educational reform with many make changes concerning system, culture and figure their manager. Changes that occur in between, the quality culture has a significant influence on changes in one's attitude. Initially, the internal quality management system that has been applied feels quite contribute to the changes needed.
However, with the growth and development of the organization, then decision-making that can be given quickly and appropriately has become a demand.

Approach of competence appropriately the principle can implicate the guarantee system internal quality has not been fully operational, in the sense that it is appropriate for a particular situation but not necessarily suitable for other situations. In addition, SIPENJAMU becomes rigid from the elements of adaptibility development, because it emphasizes the know how and less attention to know why. Therefore, both approaches, namely competency-based and broad-based approaches are accommodated. There are 4 main characteristics in the Curriculum: (1) simple, meaning only contains general principles that can be developed further; (2) flexible, in the sense can be tailored to the demands of needs; (3) is dynamic, can be developed continuously; and (4) relevance, must always be able to demonstrate good performance.

In the Implementation of the University’s Internal Quality Assurance System, experience shows that despite its flexible and dynamic characteristics, but because it is designed and developed with the old paradigm, it is not conducive enough to accommodate the insights and missions contained in a new paradigm different from before, so it needs improvement effort. Therefore, by referring to the foundation, program and development of an internal quality assurance system that uses the basic principles, namely: (a) based on competence; (b) base-based and strong; (c) learning through direct experience, (d) self-study, (e) applying feedback and reinforcement.

The concept of the internal quality assurance system is the systemic activity of ensuring the quality of higher education in universities by the universities (internally driven), to oversee the implementation of higher education by universities themselves on a continuous basis (continuous improvement).

Furthermore, the main issue is how internal quality assurance system that has been implemented in SIPENJAMU will be further enhanced the quality of its use by adding Web-based Document Management Control application to accelerate decision making process both in academic and non academic scope.

**The relationship between ongoing and ongoing research**

Many use of integrated and ongoing system, even done by various circles in connection with performance achievements in Higher Education. On the other hand the development of information and multimedia technology comes so quickly, and even undeniably that the use of information technology has become a necessity for every human being today.

This research is intended to combine the concept and information technology that has been developed by Higher Education by combining the use of information technology with facilities. So that the operational process both in the academic and non academic can provide satisfactory service.

**Virtue, originality and anticipated contribution to performance improvement**

The virtue of this proposed research is to make familiar with the use of integrated system with SIPENJAMU, so as to improve the performance of each Lecturer and Employee in performing their duties. This research is also expected to contribute to the development of science that combines the concept of internal quality assurance, approach to business process realities in universities and combined with information technology and multi-media based on WEB applications.

**Targeted outcomes**
With the guidance is expected activities of preparation and activities associated with SIPENJAMU can be done and monitored wherever the user is located, so as to optimize the performance achievements of individuals and related units. among others:

1. The existence of infrastructure in the form of Document Management Control application will be very useful in improving the performance in academic and non academic scope. With the use of this method will also familiarize the use of the online environment that is now a basic technical skill, where each lecturer and personnel personnel will be familiar with the process of searching, receiving & transmitting data and utilize the data available on the WEB.

2. Establishment of Management Performance with the integration of practice management in which there are assessments of employees, including the determination of performance standards and ensure organizational goals can be achieved.

**Contribution to science**

The expected contribution to science is the development of the Internal Quality Assurance System of Narotama University which consists of:

1. Establishment of sub-systems that have been integrated with SIPENJAMU (Quality Assurance System) Narotama University.
2. The establishment of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and Work Instruction (WI) based on Web Application and Document Management Control.
3. The realization of WEB Document Management Control application as media learning.

**Quality Management System Principles ISO 9001: 2008 Based on IWA 2: 2007**

In a quality management system referred to ISO 9001: 2008 as a general requirement the organization shall establish, document, implement and maintain the quality management system and continuously improve its effectiveness in accordance with the requirements of the standards, in which the organization shall:

1. Establish the processes required in the quality management system and apply them across units within the organization.
2. Define the sequence and interaction of the process.
3. Define the criteria and methods needed to ensure the operation and control of the process effectively.
4. Ensure the availability of resources and information necessary for the operation and monitoring of the process.
5. Monitor, measure and analyze the process.
6. Take necessary action to achieve results consistent with ongoing planning and improvement.

**Guidelines ISO 9001: 2008 Based on IWA 2: 2007 in clause 4.2.3 the purpose of document control is to ensure that all documents contained in the quality management system are continuously updated and available only in the current version. Educational institutions should establish documented procedures for:**

1. Edit, review in internal documents, including identification and revision status.
2. Control of external documents, preferably relevant to the regulations, which should always be updated.
3. Ensure that documents are available to all personnel at organization.
4. Manage and control ownership documents from customers.
5. Ensuring graduation tracking as one of the services provided by the organization.
6. Verify compliance of the requirements in the stages of the process.
Effectiveness of Application Use Document Management Control


1. Module preparation of Document Management Control and adjustment to the requirement of mastery of computer technology as sufficient condition to support performance of adjustment to reporting mechanism, both from academic unit and non academic.
2. Establishment of Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) related to the use of the application, made Work Instruction (WK) for any work unit can access it.
3. Document Control Application Document-Based Document Management Component consists of:
   a. Metadata
      Represents the data contained in the document, usually as a property of the document. Metadata can be inputted manually or automatically generated by the program, for example: document creation date, document classification, etc.
   b. Integration
      Most document management systems attempt to integrate document management with other applications to make it easier for users to change, add, delete, and save as new versions without having to exit the application.
   c. Capturing
      Storage of images from a document using a scanner or OCR.
   d. Indexing
      The numbering system of documents, so that documents are easy to find and identified.
   e. Storage
      Document storage, usually the required hard drive capacity, and system back up.
   f. Retrieval
      The retrieval of documents and methods performed to edit or delete documents by the author of the document concerned.
   g. Distribution
      Distribution of documents, distribution control to get to the right people can be through several ways.
   h. Security
      Security created against these documents, protection and control of the distribution of documents and maintaining the authenticity of documents.
   i. Workflow
      Document management systems should build workflow modules. There are several types of workflows, where their use depends on the proposed e-DMS environment. Manual workflow required the user to view the document and decide to whom the document will be sent. The basic rules of the workflow allow the admin to create rules that govern the flow of documents within the organization.

II. METHODOLOGY

This research is conducted by applying the development research design with the aim to produce the product in the form of Document Management Control application integrated with SIPENJAMU Narotama University Surabaya to meet the internal needs.
Involvement In The Process Of Developing Internal Quality Assurance System

Development of SIPENJAMU based Document Management Control requires experts in content, andragogy, technical and manufacturing aspects, so that a multi-disciplinary team-based approach is needed. This research is based on the development research design with the implementation procedure grouped into two stages. The study design is as follows:

1. The first phase was developed survey design and development design through brainstorming and focus group discussion.
2. The second stage, research development and experimental research with the design of Document Management Control, is a web-based application.

Meanwhile, for the preparation of synchronization of Document Management Control materials relevant to the needs of Higher Education, selection of documentation flow, and integration with the ISO...
9001: 2008 based quality management system on IWA 2: 2007, and the preparation of SOP Based on Interactive Computer Simulation and Web Applications oriented competence relevant skills are done with reference to the 4D model, which includes define, design, develop, and disseminate.

Define stage is basically the stage of determining the format and substance of the product to be prepared (document mapping, arranging the flow of document distribution). In this case is done through three sub-stages, namely:

1. Phase Needs analysis (need analysis).
2. Phase Development analysis (development analysis).
3. Experimental assessment stage (expert judgment).

Needs analysis conducts field survey and initial design, with close attention to the internal mailing flow of the Narotama University system for synchronizing relevant material and with operational needs. Second, the analysis of development (development analysis) is making the design of the flow of documentation based on the requirements that exist in ISO 9001: 2008 based on IWA 2: 2007. The results of the two methods are then combined, resulting in a document management control that can provide clarity of communication flow along with supporting documents, which will speed up the decision-making process. To ensure compliance with performance outcomes that have been determined, reviewed in focus group discussions and continued with expert judgment.

Expert judgment stage, Experts involved in focus group discussions and expert judgment are experts in various fields, including higher education, internal quality assurance system and information and communication technology. Thus in the defining phase (define) will be generated basic framework of research products that have been through the discussion phase, including: format, SOP, and work instructions are synchronous and relevant to the internal mailing system Narotama University.

III. DISCUSSION

Based on the basic framework then forwarded to the development stage, namely the making of standard operation procedure (SOP) and Work Instruction (WK) based Document Management Control with Web applications.

The expert review stage is intended to gain input on the adequacy of the design developed by researchers based on the needs of the internal quality assurance system. In addition, this step is intended to obtain validation about:

1. Adequacy of design
2. Document distribution flow
3. Relevance of content contained in Document Management Control
4. The quality of the layout is consistent with the indicators used in the review then the experts involved in this activity include: information technology, quality assurance, and universities.

Next performed a trial of Document Management Control that has been compiled. At this stage the research product is actually nearing the final. Nevertheless, to obtain empirical evidence that the research product has been feasible then some of the research product is tested by system which exist in internal mailing system in all units both in academic and non academic (disseminate stage). Implementation of trials conducted by doing data entry on Document Management Control, then performed an analysis of a process in SOP in each unit Academic and Non Academic.
IV. CONCLUSION

In addition to the method of preparing and preparing the above SOP, it is also necessary to do staff development at the implementation stage, to facilitate and facilitate the course of change from the traditional course into Interactive Computer and Web Applications.

In this research can be concluded as follows:

1. Document Management Control application can be a support for operational process, this can be seen from lay out DMC which accelerate to know existence of a document.

2. The DMC application strongly supports the quality management system, whereby all documents will be distributed if approved by the document holder.

3. In this research based on ISO 9001: 2008 Quality Management System based on IWA 2: 2007, in the second year plan will be updated to ISO 9001: 2015. So the DMC will be adjusted to the requirements of document distribution, both academic and non academic.
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